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ABSTRACT. We identified 131 AP2/ERF (APETALA2/ethylene-
responsive factor) genes in material from peach using the gene sequences 
of AP2/ERF amino acids of Arabidopsis thaliana (Brassicaceae) as 
probes. Based on the number of AP2/ERF domains and individual 
gene characteristics, the AP2/ERF gene superfamily in peach can be 
classified broadly into three families, ERF (ethylene-responsive factor), 
RAV (related to ABI3/VP1), and AP2 (APETALA2), containing 104, 5, 
and 21 members, respectively, along with a solo gene (ppa005376m). 
The 104 genes in the ERF family were further divided into 11 groups 
based on the group classification made for Arabidopsis. The scaffold 
localizations of the AP2/ERF genes indicated that 129 AP2/ERF genes 
were all located on scaffolds 1 to 8, except for two genes, which were 
on scaffolds 17 and 10. Although the primary structure varied among 
AP2/ERF superfamily proteins, their tertiary structures were similar. 
Most ERF family genes have no introns, while members of the AP2 
family have more introns than genes in the ERF and RAV families. All 
sequences of AP2 family genes were disrupted by introns into several 
segments of varying sizes. The expression of the AP2/ERF superfamily 
genes was highest in the mesocarp; it was far higher than in the other 
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seven tissues that we examined, implying that AP2/ERF superfamily 
genes play an important role in fruit growth and development in the 
peach. These results will be useful for selecting candidate genes from 
specific subgroups for functional analysis.

Key words: Peach; AP2/ERF superfamily; Phylogenetic analysis;
Characteristics

INTRODUCTION

The AP2/ERF superfamily is one of the largest groups of transcription factors (TFs) 
in plants. The AP2/ERF superfamily is defined by the AP2/ERF domain that consists of about 
60 to 70 amino acids and is involved in DNA binding. In general, the AP2/ERF superfamily 
is further divided into 3 main families on the basis of the number of AP2/ERF domains and 
sequence similarities. AP2 (APETALA2) family proteins contain 2 repeated AP2/ERF do-
mains: 1) the ERF (ethylene-responsive factor) family proteins, containing a single AP2/ERF 
domain, and 2) the RAV (related to ABI3/VP1) family proteins containing 2 different DNA-
binding domains, AP2/ERF and B3 (Sakuma et al., 2002; Nakano et al., 2006).

It has been demonstrated that AP2/ERF proteins are involved in a variety of regulatory 
mechanisms throughout the plant life cycle. These proteins play significant roles in the tran-
scriptional regulation of a variety of biological processes related to growth and development, as 
well as various plant biotic and abiotic stress responses. The AP2 domain was first identified as 
a repeated motif within the Arabidopsis thaliana AP2 protein (Jofuku et al., 1994). Genes in the 
AP2 family have been reported to be involved in the regulation of a variety of developmental 
processes, from flowering to vegetative growth. The processes include flower and seed develop-
ment (Jofuku et al., 1994), spikelet meristem determinacy (Chuck et al., 1998), leaf epidermal 
cell identity (Moose and Sisco, 1996), and embryogenesis (Guillaumot et al., 2008). The ERF 
domain was first identified as a conserved motif in 4 DNA-binding proteins from tobacco in-
teraction with a GCC box (core sequence: AGCCGCC), which is a DNA sequence involved in 
the ethylene-responsive transcription of genes (Ohme-Takagi and Shinshi, 1995). Subsequently, 
proteins in the ERF family of various plants were identified and implicated in a series of bio-
logical events, such as seed germination (Wang et al., 2008) and various stress-related stimuli 
(Yamamoto et al., 1999; Agarwal et al., 2006; Agarwal et al., 2010). In the case of the RAV fam-
ily, ERFs were first identified in A. thaliana (Kagaya et al., 1999). The roles of the RAV family 
in the ethylene and brassinosteroid response have also been documented (Alonso et al., 2003; 
Hu et al., 2004). Until now, a variety of AP2/ERF genes have been successfully identified and 
analyzed in various plant species, such as Arabidopsis (Nakano et al., 2006), rice (Nakano et al., 
2006; Sharoni et al., 2011), grapevine (Velasco et al., 2007), and soybean (Zhang et al., 2008).

Peach (Prunus persica (L.) Batch) is a fruit with major worldwide commercial impli-
cations and is one of the most genetically well-characterized species of the Rosaceae family 
(Layne and Bassi, 2008). The distinct advantages of peach make it suitable as a model genome 
species for Prunus, as well as for other species in the Rosaceae. Since the release of the peach 
genome sequence in 2010, current estimates indicate that peach has 28,689 transcripts and 
27,852 genes (Jung et al., 2008). However, the biological functions of only a few of these 
genes are well known. Currently, the use of molecular-assisted selection in conjunction with 
conventional breeding techniques is an accepted strategy for breeding new peach cultivars 
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with enhanced biotic and abiotic stress resistance, nutritional value, and other novel traits 
(Layne and Bassi, 2008). The genes of the AP2/ERF superfamily play significant roles in the 
transcriptional regulation of a variety of biological processes related to growth and develop-
ment, as well as various plant biotic and abiotic stress responses. To our knowledge, a report 
on the comprehensive analysis of AP2/ERF superfamily genes in peach is not available.

On the basis of the highly conserved sequences in the AP2/ERF domain of AP2/ERF 
superfamily, a computational analysis to identify AP2/ERF genes in peach appears feasible. 
In this study, the identification and characterization of AP2/ERF superfamily genes on the 
basis of the current availability of a large public Genome Database for Rosaceae (GDR) and 
the Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) database was attempted. According to phylo-
genetic and protein motif structural analyses, the families of the AP2/ERF subfamily and ERF 
family groups in peach were classified using the AP2/ERF superfamily classification of Arabi-
dopsis as a reference. In addition, the expression percentages of AP2/ERF superfamily genes 
in different tissues or organs were analyzed. The data generated from this study will contribute 
to studies on the selection of appropriate candidate genes from the AP2/ERF superfamily 
in peach for further functional characterization and understanding of the precise regulatory 
checkpoints that operate during developmental and stress responses.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Isolation of predicted AP2/ERF genes in peach

On the basis of the proteins identified in AP2/ERF superfamily genes of A. thaliana 
downloaded from the TAIR database (Huala et al., 2001), the hidden Markov model (HMM) 
profile of the AP2/ERF superfamily was extracted from the Pfam, as described by Wang et al. 
(2010). With the aid of the HMM profile, a search against the peach proteins database in GDR 
was performed using the identified proteins of the AP2/ERF superfamily of A. thaliana as query 
sequences. This resulted in 131 amino acid sequences of AP2/ERF proteins being obtained, after 
removing redundant sequences. To confirm these predicted AP2/ERF superfamily proteins, the 
protein sequences were then searched for AP2/ERF domains by using InterProScan (http://www.
ebi.ac.uk/Tools/InterProScan/) and CD search (Marchler-Bauer and Bryant, 2004; http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi) web servers. The numbers, names, and locations of the 
conserved domains contained in each AP2/ERF protein sequence of peach were also recorded. Fi-
nally, CDS sequences corresponding to the predicted AP2/ERF superfamily proteins were extract-
ed from total CDS sequences of peach downloaded from the GDR database (Jung et al., 2008).

Motif display and phylogenetic analysis of predicted AP2/ERF proteins in peach

The online tool of MEME (version 4.8.1) was used to search the conversed motifs 
shared by AP2/ERF proteins (http://meme.nbcr.net/meme/cgi-bin/meme.cgi), through uploading 
the file of amino acid sequences from the AP2/ERF superfamily in peach (Bailey et al., 2006). 
Parameters were set as described by Wang et al. (2010): 0 or 1 occurrence of a single motif per 
sequence, motif width ranges of 10 to 300 amino acids, and 5 as the maximum number of motifs 
that must be found. All other parameters were set at default. The amino acid sequences of the 
AP2/ERF superfamily in Arabidopsis were downloaded from the TAIR database (http://www.
arabidopsis.org/browse/genefamily/index.jsp), and a multiple alignment analysis between peach 
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and Arabidopsis AP2/ERF proteins (amino acid sequences) was conducted using the Clustal 
W program built in the MEGA 4.1 software (Tamura et al., 2007). A phylogenetic tree of AP2/
ERF superfamily proteins in Arabidopsis and peach was constructed using the Clustal W tool, in 
conjunction with the MEGA 4.1 software, by using neighbor joining method and a bootstrap of 
1000 replicates. Using a combination of phylogenetic trees and conserved domain analysis with 
the characteristics and structures of genes, the AP2/ERF superfamily in peach was classified into 
several families. The ERF family of peach was further classified into smaller groups on the basis 
of the ERF group classification of Arabidopsis (Nakano et al., 2006).

Gene characteristics and structure analysis of predicted AP2/ERF genes in peach

The genomic sequences (peach v1.0), ID number, gene distribution on scaffold, and 
genome location of peach AP2/ERF genes were downloaded and obtained from Phytozome 
database (http://www.phytozome.net/peach.php). The open reading frame (ORF) length of 
peach AP2/ERF genes was analyzed using the ORF Finder in NCBI. A structural figure of 
peach AP2/ERF genes, including exon and intron numbers and locations as well as conserved 
domain locations, was constructed and displayed using the Gene Structure Display Server 
(GSDS) web-based bioinformatics tool (http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn/).

Characteristics of predicted AP2/ERF proteins in peach

The basic physical and chemical characteristics (primary structure) of peach AP2/
ERF proteins were calculated using the online ProtParam tool (http://www.expasy.org/tools/
protparam.html), including the number of amino acids, molecular weight, theoretical isoelec-
tric point (pI), aliphatic index, and gravy. Analysis of the tertiary structure was completed on 
the online server FUGUE (version 2.0) (http://tardis.nibio.go.jp/fugue/prfsearch.html), which 
automatically constructs amino acid sequences form tertiary protein structures through ho-
mology-modeling (Shi et al., 2001). Swiss-PdbViewer (version 4.0.1) was used to analyze and 
display structure pictures (Arnold et al., 2006).

Investigation of predicted AP2/ERF gene expression profiles in peach

Expressed sequence tags (ESTs) were used to detect AP2/ERF gene expression pat-
terns. First, we used the predicted nucleotide sequences of AP2/ERF from peach as query 
sequences to complete a nucleotide blast in the NCBI EST database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/blast.cgi). As a result, 12,740 sequences were obtained. Further mining was completed 
to screen the sequences that had a score value of >90 and >100% with maximum identity 
(Shangguan et al., 2011). Subsequently, the redundant sequences were deleted, and 322 final 
sequences were obtained. The expression data in different tissues were retrieved from analyz-
ing the EST source information of the obtained 322 sequences.

RESULTS

Identification of predicted AP2/ERF genes in peach

To identify the AP2/ERF superfamily genes in peach, BLAST searches were performed 
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in the GDR database by using AP2/ERF proteins of Arabidopsis as query sequences. In total, 
131 genes were identified as potential encoding AP2/ERF domains in peach. InterProScan results 
demonstrated that 14 genes were predicted to encode proteins containing double-repeated AP2/
ERF domains. Five genes were predicted to encode a single AP2/ERF domain, together with 
one B3 domain. On the basis of the definition of the 3 families of the AP2/ERF superfamily, the 
former and the latter genes were assigned to the AP2 and the RAV families, respectively. In addi-
tion, 112 genes were predicted to encode proteins containing a single AP2/ERF domain. Overall, 
104 of these 112 genes were assigned to the ERF family. The remaining 7 genes (ppa021782m, 
ppa014566m, ppa006202m, ppb023788m, ppa020991m, ppa018704m, and ppa018845m) en-
coded a single AP2/ERF domain and occurred in the same cluster as the 14 members of the 
AP2 family in the phylogenetic tree (Figure 1). Taking the AP2 family classification of Arabi-
dopsis as a reference, these 7 proteins were assigned to the AP2 family. The remaining protein 
(ppa005376m) contained a single AP2 domain and a PAT1 domain, and its homology appeared 
to be quite low in comparison with that of the proteins of the AP2 or ERF family. Therefore, this 
gene was designated as a “soloist”. Overall, the 131 genes of the AP2/ERF superfamily in peach 
could be divided into 3 families; namely, ERF (104 genes), AP2 (21 genes) and RAV (5 genes). 
In addition, there was a soloist gene (ppa005376m), as shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree of the AP2/ERF (APETALA2/ethylene-responsive factor) superfamily protein in peach 
and Arabidopsis. The tree was created by the bootstrap option of the CLUSTAL W multiple alignment packages 
and the neighbour-joining method using the 138 Arabidopsis AP2/ERF amino acid sequences and 131 peach AP2/
ERF amino acid sequences.
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To confirm the obtained classifications and to further categorize the ERF family, as well 
as to analyze the phylogenetic relationships, a phylogenetic tree based on the alignment of the 
AP2/ERF amino acid sequences between 131 AP2/ERF proteins in peach and AP2/ERF pro-
teins in Arabidopsis was constructed (Figure 1). Following the group classification of ERF fam-
ily genes in Arabidopsis, 104 ERF proteins in peach were further identified as belonging to 11 
groups (categorized as groups I to X, and VI-L; Table 1), which correspond to group I to X and 
VI-L, as classified by Nakano et al. (2006) for Arabidopsis. ERF proteins belonging to the Xb-
like group in Arabidopsis were not found in the peach genome. The potential members of this 
group in peach were instead classified as belonging to the RAV family, since the members of this 
group all contain a AP2 and a B3 domain. In particular, we found that the number of ERF genes 
belonging to group III and group IX in peach is relatively large. Even though ppa018223m was 
clustered together with AP2 family proteins, as shown in the phylogenetic tree (Figure 1), both 
InterProScan analysis and the CD search results indicate that ppa018223m has a single AP2 and 
a B3 domain. Consequently, the ppa018223m in this study was finally classified into the peach 
RAV family. The 104 genes in the ERF family were each named in order of generic name, family 
name, group name, and the order within each group (shown in a subsequent section). As for the 
AP2 and RAV families, the group name was not available. This numbering method provides a 
unique identifier for each AP2/ERF gene and allows these genes to be easily distinguished. Given 
the above classification, the 131 genes of the AP2/ERF family were subjected to further analyses.

The MEME web server was used to analyze motif distribution for peach AP2/ERF 
proteins (Figure 2 and Table 2). Among the total 131 amino acid sequences of peach AP2/ERF 
proteins, the shortest and longest sequences were 110 and 779 amino acids, respectively, with 
the total length of 131 sequences being 38089 amino acids. Motif 1 existed in all the AP2/
ERF proteins, except ppb023788m and ppa019435m. Motif 4 had the longest sequence and 
reached 113 amino acids, followed by Motifs 1 and 3. Motifs 2 and 5 were the shortest, with 
11 amino acids. Motif 2 was absent in 4 peach AP2/ERF proteins (ppa006202m, ppb023788m, 
ppa021782m, and ppa026483m), while Motif 3 was not observed in 7 peach AP2/ERF pro-

 Plant species Prunus persica  Arabidopsis thaliana  Vitis vinifera  Oryza sativa Cucumis sativus

Family Group N % N % N % N % N %

ERF I     6    10      5      9      5 
 II     9    15      8    16    10 
 III   23    23    22    27    20 
 IV     7      9      5      6      7 
 V   11      5    11      8    15 
 VI     3      8      5      6      8 
 VI-L     4      4      2      3      0 
 VII     6      5      3    15      3 
 VIII   10    15    11    15    11 
 IX   19    17    40    18    16 
 X     6      8    10    12      8 
 Xb-L     0      3      0    10      0 
  104 79.39 122 82.99 122 81.88 145 80.56 103 78.63
AP2    21 16.03   18 12.24   20 13.42   29 16.11   20 15.27
RAV      5   3.82     6   4.08     6   4.03     5   2.78     4   3.05
Soloist      1   0.76     1   0.68     1   0.67     1   0.56     4   3.05
Total  131  147  149  180  131

Table 1. The number comparison of members of AP2/ERF families and groups in different plant species.
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teins (ppa006202m, ppa020605m, ppa008514m, ppb025303m, ppa026651m, ppa010233m, 
and ppa011812m). Forty-seven peach ERF proteins belonged to groups I to IV, VI-L, and VIII 
to X, while 1 AP2 protein (ppa014566m) had no Motif 4. Motif 5 was not found in 20 peach 
AP2/ERF proteins, which mostly belonged to the AP2 and RAV families. It should be noted 
that 80% of the genes in the RAV family of peach do not have Motif 5.

Figure 2. Motif distribution of AP2/ERF superfamily proteins in peach. Motifs of AP2/ERF superfamily proteins 
were investigated on the MEME web server. The green, blue, red, purple, and yellow boxes represent Motif 1, 
Motif 2, Motif 3, Motif 4, and Motif 5, respectively. The length of gray line shows the length of a sequence relative 
to all the other sequences; the position of a block shows where a motif has matched the sequence. The height of a 
block gives an indication of the significance of the match with taller blocks being more significant.
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To further investigate the relationship between the genetic divergence within the 
AP2/ERF superfamily and gene duplication in peach, the scaffold location of each AP2/
ERF gene was determined from the peach genomic sequences. In total, 129 AP2/ERF 
genes were found unevenly distributed on scaffolds 1 to 8 of the peach genome, while 
scaffolds 17 and 10 contained just 1 ERF gene each (ppa006595m and ppa020676m, 
respectively). The numbers of AP2/ERF genes distributed on scaffolds 1 to 8 were 30, 
13, 17, 6, 21, 17, 18, and 7, respectively (Table 3). Scaffold 1 appeared to contain 25 
ERF, 1 RAV, and 4 AP2 genes. Scaffold 2 contained 11 ERF and 2 AP2 genes, while no 
RAV family gene was observed. Scaffold 3 contained 11 ERF, 1 RAV, and 5 AP2 genes. 
Interestingly, the peach ERF family contains 3 groups of genes that have undergone du-
plication events. These genes are Ppa012302m and Ppa012304m (Group 1), Ppa008645m 
and Ppa008563m (Group 2), Ppa007093m, Ppa007106m and Ppa006366m (Group 3), 
located on scaffolds 1, 1, and 3, respectively. In comparison, we found that the nucle-
otide sequences for Ppa012302m and Ppa012304m genes were identical. Ppa008563m 
and Ppa008645m almost had the same nucleotide sequences, except that the former had 
6 more tandem nucleotides than the latter. The DNA sequences for Ppa007093m and 
Ppa007106m were identical, while Ppa006366m had similar nucleotide sequences, except 
for some differences in the tail sequence. No duplication of genes was found in the AP2 
and RAV families of peach.

Schematic structures of AP2/ERF genes were shown by GSDS utility in Figure 3 
and Table 3, whereby 75 genes in the ERF family, 4 genes in RAV family, and the soloist 
gene were found to have 1 exon and no introns. Overall, 22 genes in the ERF family and 
1 gene in the RAV family contained a single intron and 2 exons in their ORF regions. The 
remaining 7 genes from the ERF family were unevenly distributed in groups II, III, VI-L, 
VII, and X, and had 2 to 4 introns. The members of the AP2 family have more exon and 
intron numbers than those in the ERF and RAV families, with 2 to 10 exons/introns. Fur-
thermore, all coding sequences (conserved domains) of AP2 family genes were disrupted 
into several segments by introns. The number and position of the introns were relatively 
conserved in each family; thus, the classification of the AP2/ERF superfamily genes of 
peach in this study requires further validation.

Motif name Width (aa) Sequence

Motif 1   22 RIWLGTFDTAEEAARAYDVAAI
Motif 2   11 WGKWVAEIRDP
Motif 3   15 KMRGPKAKLNFPHLI
Motif 4 113 QRTSIYRGVTRHRWTGRYEAHLWDNSCWKEGQTRKGRQGGYDKEEKAARAYDLAALK
  YWGTTTHTNFPISNYEKEIEIMKNMTRQEYVAHLRRKSSGFSRGASIYRGVTRHHQ
Motif 5   11 RHCHYRGVRQR

aa = amino acids.

Table 2. The width and sequence of motif of AP2/ERF superfamily proteins in peach.
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Family name Group name Gene name Genome location Scaffold  ORF (bp) Extron No. Intron No.
     distribution

   Gene ID Location

ERF Group I PpERFI-1 ppa010345m 692998-693990 1 762 2 1
  PpERFI-2 ppa009005m 11915546-11917173 5 933 1 0
  PpERFI-3 ppa021711m 12218348-12219733 3 1386 1 0
  PpERFI-4 ppa020676m 593610-594065 10 456 1 0
  PpERFI-5 ppa007193m 41299998-41301438 1 1137 1 0
  PpERFI-6 ppa008234m 17044062-17045391 6 1023 1 0
 Group II PpERFII-1 ppa011336m 18867746-18868393 7 648 1 0
  PpERFII-2 ppa017280m 213972-214523 1 552 1 0
  PpERFII-3 ppa010649m 40489767-40490492 1 726 1 0
  PpERFII-4 ppa020605m 45190345-45190845 1 501 1 0
  PpERFII-5 ppa012302m 36018710-36020437 1 528 1 0
  PpERFII-6 ppa019435m 16231660-16232844 6 462 3 2
  PpERFII-7 ppa012304m 36018710-36020437 1 528 1 0
  PpERFII-8 ppa026483m 37774573-37775081 1 453 2 1
  PpERFII-9 ppa012516m 21547459-21547959 6 501 1 0
 Group III PpERFIII-1 ppa018178m 45256849-45257448 1 600 1 0
  PpERFIII-2 ppa012354m 45233476-45234395 1 522 1 0
  PpERFIII-3 ppa026139m 19377380-19377898 2 519 1 0
  PpERFIII-4 ppa010130m 20261165-20262021 7 789 2 1
  PpERFIII-5 ppa009533m 36913157-36914539 1 867 2 1
  PpERFIII-6 ppa011735m 3632495-3633429 3 597 2 1
  PpERFIII-7 ppa010340m 7934425-7935186 5 762 1 0
  PpERFIII-8 ppa009812m 15192643-15193473 2 831 1 0
  PpERFIII-9 ppa021384m 10107139-10107696 5 558 1 0
  PpERFIII-10 ppa022712m 10104607-10105143 5 537 1 0
  PpERFIII-11 ppa017269m 10081392-10081934 5 543 1 0
  PpERFIII-12 ppa016829m 10067523-10068065 5 543 1 0
  PpERFIII-13 ppa026499m 10120279-10120833 5 555 1 0
  PpERFIII-14 ppa022719m 24808732-24809394 2 393 1 0
  PpERFIII-15 ppa020711m 14542381-14542989 7 609 1 0
  PpERFIII-16 ppa015643m 14516336-14516941 7 606 1 0
  PpERFIII-17 ppa010935m 24801153-24802102 2 690 1 0
  PpERFIII-18 ppa017761m 10060832-10061530 5 699 1 0
  PpERFIII-19 ppa021197m 10085521-10086243 5 723 1 0
  PpERFIII-20 ppa010800m 10058909-10059836 5 711 1 0
  PpERFIII-21 ppa010909m 10054488-10055353 5 693 1 0
  PpERFIII-22 ppa011812m 18164940-18167739 8 585 5 4
  PpERFIII-23 ppa014628m 10051648-10052340 5 441 1 0
 Group IV PpERFIV-1 ppa015230m 23081760-23082818 2 1041 1 0
  PpERFIV-2 ppa023248m 32916656-32917423 1 768 1 0
  PpERFIV-3 ppa026176m 28247606-28247935 6 330 1 0
  PpERFIV-4 ppa009616m 10101239-10102130 7 858 1 0
  PpERFIV-5 ppa022996m 24559677-24561206 6 1380 1 0
  PpERFIV-6 ppa022733m 16997324-16997773 3 450 1 0
  PpERFIV-7 ppa007606m 23291301-23293301 2 1089 2 1
 Group V PpERFV-1 ppa016477m 6355361-6356182 3 639 2 1
  PpERFV-2 ppa011795m 33868268-33869325 1 588 2 1
  PpERFV-3 ppa024826m 5379408-5380485 3 567 2 1
  PpERFV-4 ppa010601m 21251826-21252701 7 732 2 1
  PpERFV-5 ppa023908m 39157972-39158845 1 672 2 1
  PpERFV-6 ppa025010m 19468943-19470217 3 1275 1 0
  PpERFV-7 ppa022202m 5858790-5860972 1 936 1 0
  PpERFV-8 ppa019500m 12907640-12908578 5 756 2 1
  PpERFV-9 ppa018710m 16882053-16882727 5 675 1 0
  PpERFV-10 ppa016109m 4278712-4279656 7 945 1 0
  PpERFV-11 ppa025828m 864935-865801 6 867 1 0
 Group VI PpERFVI-1 ppa008720m 25573878-25574850 2 966 1 0
  PpERFVI-2 ppa018978m 18964811-18965674 2 864 1 0
  PpERFVI-3 ppa025804m 11739213-11740214 5 1002 1 0

Table 3. The characteristics of AP2/ERF superfamily genes in peach.

Continued on next page
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Family name Group name Gene name Genome location Scaffold  ORF (bp) Extron No. Intron No.
     distribution

   Gene ID Location

 Group VI-L PpERF VI-L-1 ppa022995m 9609976-9610556 7 540 2 1
  PpERF VI-L-2 ppa025495m 2225762-2226622 6 861 1 0
  PpERF VI-L-3 ppb025303m 17202489-17205280 5 1233 3 2
  PpERF VI-L-4 ppa008514m 29188725-29190132 1 987 2 1
 Group VII PpERFVII-1 ppa008645m 9682323-9684425 1 975 2 1
  PpERFVII-2 ppa008563m 9682323-9684425 1 981 2 1
  PpERFVII-3 ppa008730m 21465216-21466550 8 966 2 1
  PpERFVII-4 ppa007093m 1542833-1545963 3 1149 2 1
  PpERFVII-5 ppa007106m 1542833-1545963 3 1149 2 1
  PpERFVII-6 ppa006366m 1542833-1545963 3 1248 3 2
 Group VIII PpERFVIII-1 ppa010893m 13946865-13947794 4 696 1 0
  PpERFVIII-2 ppa010804m 16137175-16137884 3 708 1 0
  PpERFVIII-3 ppa022435m 19825610-19826155 8 546 1 0
  PpERFVIII-4 ppa012385m 2449518-2450320 4 519 1 0
  PpERFVIII-5 ppa020928m 6245994-6246878 3 885 1 0
  PpERFVIII-6 ppa010982m 10424027-10425076 4 687 1 0
  PpERFVIII-7 ppa010090m 2460366-2461342 4 795 1 0
  PpERFVIII-8 ppa024329m 24934935-24936209 1 1275 1 0
  PpERFVIII-9 ppa018569m 21650784-21651614 1 831 1 0
  PpERFVIII-10 ppa023203m 10492271-10493362 1 1092 1 0
 Group IX PpERFIX-1 ppb014367m 11950245-11950958 7 714 1 0
  PpERFIX-2 ppa020417m 11935491-11936111 7 621 1 0
  PpERFIX-3 ppa016903m 11927754-11928662 7 771 2 1
  PpERFIX-4 ppa023698m 11941426-11942076 7 651 1 0
  PpERFIX-5 ppa025748m 11952264-11952935 7 672 1 0
  PpERFIX-6 ppa010186m 23987005-23987961 2 783 1 0
  PpERFIX-7 ppa009707m 6745332-6746183 5 846 1 0
  PpERFIX-8 ppa012014m 2667444-2668380 4 564 1 0
  PpERFIX-9 ppa022802m 23997736-23998410 2 675 1 0
  PpERFIX-10 ppa008915m 23994070-23995273 2 945 1 0
  PpERFIX-11 ppa007892m 6758124-6759321 5 1059 1 0
  PpERFIX-12 ppa024173m 2633064-2633762 1 699 1 0
  PpERFIX-13 ppa023839m 19495498-19496250 8 753 1 0
  PpERFIX-14 ppa016384m 27908013-27908984 6 753 1 0
  PpERFIX-15 ppa013137m 2616966-2617573 1 417 1 0
  PpERFIX-16 ppa023368m 19504277-19504741 8 465 1 0
  PpERFIX-17 ppa022010m 2669510-2672062 4 783 2 1
  PpERFIX-18 ppa018601m 2621868-2622359 1 492 1 0
  PpERFIX-19 ppa020642m 19503037-19503495 8 459 1 0
 Group X PpERFX-1 ppa023235m 14266298-14267113 8 816 1 0
  PpERFX-2 ppa017002m 15615815-15616615 7 801 1 0
  PpERFX-3 ppa011097m 21815423-21817543 1 675 3 2
  PpERFX-4 ppa008772m 13146230-13148748 5 960 4 3
  PpERFX-5 ppa015392m 13140697-13142141 5 645 3 2
  PpERFX-6 ppa006595m 322660-324185 17 1215 2 1
RAV  PpRAV-1 ppa006243m 28947286-28948651 1 1266 1 0
  PpRAV-2 ppa026046m 18052310-18053257 3 945 1 0
  PpRAV-3 ppa026651m 4119490-4120669 6 912 2 1
  PpRAV-4 ppa021899m 22098619-22099731 7 1113 1 0
  PpRAV-5 Ppa018223m 6721683-6722360 5 678 1 0
AP2 Double AP2 PpAP2-1 ppa022243m 26638137-26640085 1 1185 8 7
 domain PpAP2-2 ppa023152m 7647362-7649481 1 1071 7 6
  PpAP2-3 ppa003839m 5868139-5871493 1 1638 8 7
  PpAP2-4 ppa023077m 35308331-35311476 1 1995 8 7
  PpAP2-5 ppa002612m 20514710-20517978 6 1959 8 7
  PpAP2-6 ppa015833m 2130011-2133106 3 1749 8 7
  PpAP2-7 ppa019186m 19187959-19192091 6 1632 9 8
  PpAP2-8 ppa017502m 3335008-3337757 6 1653 8 7
  PpAP2-9 ppa022980m 28712875-28716799 6 2574 7 6

Table 3. Continued.

Continued on next page
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Family name Group name Gene name Genome location Scaffold  ORF (bp) Extron No. Intron No.
     distribution

   Gene ID Location

  PpAP2-10 ppa024318m 19878339-19880404 3 1170 8 7
  PpAP2-11 ppa022978m 19864657-19866637 3 1218 7 6
  PpAP2-12 ppa003783m 21564259-21567398 6 1650 10 9
  PpAP2-13 ppa005230m 22210661-22213780 6 1416 10 9
  PpAP2-14 ppa021782m 6220679-6224096 6 1359 8 7
 Single AP2 PpAP2-15 ppa007768m 7344817-7347764 3 1071 7 6
 domain PpAP2-16 ppa014566m 10332526-10334444 7 561 6 5
  PpAP2-17 ppa006202m 9381376-9385282 7 1269 8 7
  PpAP2-18 ppb023788m 5864627-5869352 2 1143 6 5
  PpAP2-19 ppa020991m 19871101-19871935 3 441 2 1
  PpAP2-20 ppa018704m 21286241-21288915 2 1485 9 8
  PpAP2-21 Ppa018845m 10342970-10345573 7 459 3 2
Soloist  aP2+pat1 Ppa005376m 587719-590683 6 1395 1 0

Table 3. Continued.

ORF = open reading frame.

Characteristics of predicted AP2/ERF proteins in peach

The primary structure of peach AP2/ERF proteins was calculated from the online 
ProtParam tool, as shown in Table 4. The negative grand average of hydropathicity (GRA-
VY) index indicated that 13 proteins in the ERF family belong to medium proteins, while 
the remaining members of the ERF family and all the members of RAV and AP2 families 
are hydrophilic proteins. The ProtParam results revealed that the number of amino acids was 
positively correlated with the molecular weight for AP2/ERF family proteins. Among 131 
AP2/ERF proteins, 50 were alkalescent amino acids and 81 were acidic amino acids on the 
basis of the value of theoretical pI. Each group contained both alkalescent and acidic amino 
acids, except group VI, in which all were acidic amino acids for the predicted proteins in 
the ERF family.

The tertiary structures of representative predicted AP2/ERF superfamily proteins 
in peach were built through the SWISS-MODEL web-based tool (http://swissmodel.ex-
pasy.org/). Since the AP2/ERF superfamily of peach has a relatively large number of mem-
bers, one tertiary structure was selected for each, to represent members of the RAV family, 
AP2 family, and each group of the ERF family, as well as the soloist (Figure 4). As shown 
in Figure 4, each tertiary structure of the peach AP2/ERF superfamily protein contains 1 
α-helix, 3 β-sheets, and 5 random coils. Furthermore, the α-helix of each tertiary structure 
contains 16 amino acids displayed by Swiss-PdbViewer. However, the number of amino 
acids in each β-sheet or a random coil of each tertiary structure was different, thus creat-
ing slight variations in the length of β-sheets or random coils of each tertiary structure. In 
conclusion, the AP2/ERF superfamily proteins generally have similar tertiary structures, 
with slight differences in the length and amino acid composition of units that make up the 
tertiary structures.

Expression profiles of predicted AP2/ERF genes in peach

EST data provides valuable information for gene expression research. In total, 
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Figure 3. Gene structure of AP2/ERF superfamily in peach. Exons and introns are depicted by filled green boxes 
and single lines, respectively. Intron phases 0, 1 and 2 are indicated by numbers 0, 1 and 2 in the figure. Conserved 
sequences of AP2/ERF proteins are marked in red. UTRs are displayed by thick blue lines at the two ends.
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Family name Group name Gene name Gene ID No. of amino Molecular Theoretical pI Aliphatic index Gravy
    acid weight (Da)

ERF Group I PpERFI-1 ppa010345m 253 28576.2   9.83 63.00 -0.771
  PpERFI-2 ppa009005m 310 34377.6   8.34 64.55 -0.555
  PpERFI-3 ppa021711m 461 51713.0   5.97 45.60 -0.980
  PpERFI-4 ppa020676m 152 16590.8   9.91 60.46 -0.715
  PpERFI-5 ppa007193m 378 41236.8   6.37 58.94 -0.619
  PpERFI-6 ppa008234m 340 37683.0   7.71 65.47 -0.608
 Group II PpERFII-1 ppa011336m 215 23980.1   5.16 46.79 -0.805
  PpERFII-2 ppa017280m 183 20044.5   7.74 65.63 -0.484
  PpERFII-3 ppa010649m 241 26308.4   5.61 56.39 -0.421
  PpERFII-4 ppa020605m 166 17890.7   5.62 59.94 -0.564
  PpERFII-5 ppa012302m 175 19844.9   9.39 51.31 -1.107
  PpERFII-6 ppa019435m 153 17272.1   9.36 48.43 -1.159
  PpERFII-7 ppa012304m 175 19844.9   9.39 51.31 -1.107
  PpERFII-8 ppa026483m 150 17240.2   9.42 60.47 -1.039
  PpERFII-9 ppa012516m 166 17849.0   8.72 59.46 -0.616
 Group III PpERFIII-1 ppa018178m 199 22101.0   5.54 77.04 -0.426
  PpERFIII-2 ppa012354m 173 19078.2   5.44 57.69 -0.598
  PpERFIII-3 ppa026139m 173 19720.6   6.21 45.20 -1.086
  PpERFIII-4 ppa010130m 262 28536.4   4.94 57.82 -0.657
  PpERFIII-5 ppa009533m 288 31806.4   5.72 63.68 -0.688
  PpERFIII-6 ppa011735m 198 21307.6 10.04 63.18 -0.765
  PpERFIII-7 ppa010340m 253 28183.4   4.91 54.11 -0.941
  PpERFIII-8 ppa009812m 276 30098.8   4.94 51.45 -0.880
  PpERFIII-9 ppa021384m 185 19626.9   4.89 66.16 -0.381
  PpERFIII-10 ppa022712m 178 19407.7   5.67 62.64 -0.581
  PpERFIII-11 ppa017269m 180 19546.9   5.50 64.17 -0.486
  PpERFIII-12 ppa016829m 180 19510.8   5.50 59.89 -0.526
  PpERFIII-13 ppa026499m 184 19705.9   4.64 62.17 -0.465
  PpERFIII-14 ppa022719m 220 23225.6   4.75 62.27 -0.592
  PpERFIII-15 ppa020711m 202 21536.6   4.91 69.70 -0.434
  PpERFIII-16 ppa015643m 201 22481.2   4.95 67.56 -0.511
  PpERFIII-17 ppa010935m 229 24976.9   5.14 64.02 -0.411
  PpERFIII-18 ppa017761m 232 26157.4   5.03 74.91 -0.492
  PpERFIII-19 ppa021197m 240 27217.8   7.69 63.83 -0.634
  PpERFIII-20 ppa010800m 236 26352.7   5.17 69.11 -0.563
  PpERFIII-21 ppa010909m 230 25658.8   5.13 66.74 -0.497
  PpERFIII-22 ppa011812m 194 21923.9   9.92 64.85 -0.779
  PpERFIII-23 ppa014628m 230 25521.9   7.78 70.04 -0.488
 Group IV PpERFIV-1 ppa015230m 352 38119.8   6.55 51.02 -0.807
  PpERFIV-2 ppa023248m 255 28137.5   6.55 58.55 -0.616
  PpERFIV-3 ppa026176m 110 11966.5 10.34 47.18 -0.871
  PpERFIV-4 ppa009616m 285 32054.8   5.73 65.05 -0.728
  PpERFIV-5 ppa022996m 509 57591.9   4.78 55.36 -0.936
  PpERFIV-6 ppa022733m 150 16331.4 10.01 62.60 -0.664
  PpERFIV-7 ppa007606m 362 39578.9   4.62 50.97 -0.900
 Group V PpERFV-1 ppa016477m 212 24310.1   5.94 65.38 -0.766
  PpERFV-2 ppa011795m 195 22413.4   6.66 63.64 -0.751
  PpERFV-3 ppa024826m 188 20855.2   5.97 69.57 -0.656
  PpERFV-4 ppa010601m 243 26570.5   7.02 66.34 -0.621
  PpERFV-5 ppa023908m 223 24759.6   9.10 62.15 -0.748
  PpERFV-6 ppa025010m 424 46904.3   4.58 60.19 -0.734
  PpERFV-7 ppa022202m 311 33725.1   9.14 53.92 -0.725
  PpERFV-8 ppa019500m 251 26755.3   5.95 63.15 -0.535
  PpERFV-9 ppa018710m 224 25367.4   8.71 66.25 -0.768
  PpERFV-10 ppa016109m 314 34636.3   5.44 59.43 -0.538
  PpERFV-11 ppa025828m 288 31688.4   6.01 69.20 -0.579
 Group VI PpERFVI-1 ppa008720m 321 36086.0   4.44 66.51 -0.593
  PpERFVI-2 ppa018978m 287 32269.0   4.95 65.64 -0.593
  PpERFVI-3 ppa025804m 333 37018.9   4.98 62.70 -0.559
 Group VI-L PpERF VI-L-1 ppa022995m 180 20180.9 10.30 82.33 -0.478
  PpERF VI-L-2 ppa025495m 286 31565.0   5.63 66.78 -0.541
  PpERF VI-L-3 ppb025303m 410 46466.9   5.38 71.80 -0.618
  PpERF VI-L-4 ppa008514m 328 36878.9   4.91 67.74 -0.750

Table 4. The physical-chemical analysis of AP2/ERF superfamily proteins in peach.

Continued on next page
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Family name Group name Gene name Gene ID No. of amino Molecular Theoretical pI Aliphatic index Gravy
    acid weight (Da)

 GroupVII PpERFVII-1 ppa008645m 324 35439.5 8.04 63.86 -0.785
  PpERFVII-2 ppa008563m 326 35567.6 8.04 63.77 -0.776
  PpERFVII-3 ppa008730m 321 35682.6 5.68 59.63 -0.845
  PpERFVII-4 ppa007093m 382 42495.9 4.81 55.73 -0.765
  PpERFVII-5 ppa007106m 382 42495.9 4.81 55.73 -0.765
  PpERFVII-6 ppa006366m 415 46253.3 5.07 58.36 -0.706
 GroupVIII PpERFVIII-1 ppa010893m 231 25022.7 7.62 56.32 -0.679
  PpERFVIII-2 ppa010804m 235 25471.3 6.58 57.79 -0.694
  PpERFVIII-3 ppa022435m 181 19951.0 9.99 65.36 -0.561
  PpERFVIII-4 ppa012385m 172 18303.6 9.20 73.20 -0.367
  PpERFVIII-5 ppa020928m 294 32342.6 9.60 66.33 -0.537
  PpERFVIII-6 ppa010982m 228 24245.0 9.62 61.01 -0.529
  PpERFVIII-7 ppa010090m 264 28447.6 9.47 66.93 -0.533
  PpERFVIII-8 ppa024329m 424 46296.9 7.73 44.01 -0.692
  PpERFVIII-9 ppa018569m 276 29938.4 4.94 32.21 -0.826
  PpERFVIII-10 ppa023203m 363 39938.6 5.60 49.28 -0.711
 Group IX PpERFIX-1 ppb014367m 237 25948.7 5.47 70.51 -0.530
  PpERFIX-2 ppa020417m 206 22559.0 5.97 65.97 -0.664
  PpERFIX-3 ppa016903m 256 28258.5 5.75 63.63 -0.549
  PpERFIX-4 ppa023698m 216 23968.8 5.99 77.64 -0.586
  PpERFIX-5 ppa025748m 223 24950.7 5.41 72.20 -0.606
  PpERFIX-6 ppa010186m 260 29210.7 6.53 70.27 -0.668
  PpERFIX-7 ppa009707m 281 30157.0 9.09 76.65 -0.411
  PpERFIX-8 ppa012014m 187 20369.5 9.51 67.33 -0.600
  PpERFIX-9 ppa022802m 225 25176.0 6.71 58.98 -0.753
  PpERFIX-10 ppa008915m 314 35018.8 6.17 62.77 -0.765
  PpERFIX-11 ppa007892m 352 39322.1 5.90 68.52 -0.617
  PpERFIX-12 ppa024173m 232 25950.7 5.54 70.65 -0.626
  PpERFIX-13 ppa023839m 250 28411.7 5.04 65.20 -0.567
  PpERFIX-14 ppa016384m 250 28487.0 4.92 64.4 -0.744
  PpERFIX-15 ppa013137m 138 15204.7 6.84 56.67 -0.902
  PpERFIX-16 ppa023368m 154 17095.6 7.79 52.08 -0.798
  PpERFIX-8 ppa022010m 260 29153.1 5.95 75.85 -0.505
  PpERFIX-9 ppa018601m 163 18008.6 6.85 49.82 -0.938
  PpERFIX-10 ppa020642m 152 17339.9 5.97 54.01 -1.007
 Group X PpERFX-1 ppa023235m 271 30318.1 8.16 54.56 -0.786
  PpERFX-2 ppa017002m 266 29255.3 7.67 59.51 -0.777
  PpERFX-3 ppa011097m 224 24963.4 5.88 52.77 -0.867
  PpERFX-4 ppa008772m 319 35646.3 7.09 55.74 -0.738
  PpERFX-5 ppa015392m 259 29137.0 9.08 60.27 -1.010
  PpERFX-6 ppa006595m 404 43314.9 7.07 63.34 -0.517
RAV  PpRAV-1 ppa006243m 421 45813.0 8.89 68.31 -0.611
  PpRAV-2 ppa026046m 315 36448.4 8.08 74.22 -0.637
  PpRAV-3 ppa026651m 303 35224.5 6.41 66.93 -0.681
  PpRAV-4 ppa021899m 370 41765.7 6.27 62.65 -0.518
  PpRAV-5 ppa018223m 226 26671.1 8.89 58.72 -0.615
AP2 Double AP2 PpAP2-1 ppa022243m 549 60645.5 6.39 48.74 -0.895
 domain PpAP2-2 ppa023152m 356 40250.7 8.10 8.1 -0.700
  PpAP2-3 ppa003839m 545 59357.7 8.34 52.2 -0.728
  PpAP2-4 ppa023077m 664 72809.7 6.62 60.33 -0.648
  PpAP2-5 ppa002612m 652 72711.4 6.39 55.89 -0.792
  PpAP2-6 ppa015833m 582 63794.7 6.37 50.34 -0.857
  PpAP2-7 ppa019186m 543 60008.0 5.75 57.42 -0.602
  PpAP2-8 ppa017502m 550 60595.3 6.22 61.44 -0.697
  PpAP2-9 ppa022980m 779 85422.6 6.30 51.68 -0.820
  PpAP2-10 ppa024318m 389 44121.9 8.82 57.48 -0.818
  PpAP2-11 ppa022978m 405 45663.5 8.54 57.90 -0.800
  PpAP2-12 ppa003783m 394 44452.6 9.47 63.91 -0.807
  PpAP2-13 ppa005230m 471 51879.7 6.90 65.52 -0.50
  PpAP2-14 ppa007768m 356 39806.7 8.65 57.36 -0.862

Table 4. The physical-chemical analysis of AP2/ERF superfamily proteins in peach.

Continued on next page
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Family name Group name Gene name Gene ID No. of amino Molecular Theoretical pI Aliphatic index Gravy
    acid weight (Da)

 Single AP2 PpAP2-15 ppa021782m 452 49443.7   6.15 57.85 -0.658
 domain PpAP2-16 ppa014566m 187 21331.0   9.75 45.94 -1.042
  PpAP2-17 ppa006202m 422 46822.2   9.01 61.14 -0.770
  PpAP2-18 ppb023788m 380 42295.6   5.35 56.82 -0.831
  PpAP2-19 ppa020991m 227 25172.4   4.54 60.66 -0.648
  PpAP2-20 ppa018704m 494 53439.0   6.24 57.71 -0.612
  PpAP2-21 ppa018845m 174 19448.8   9.12 70.17 -0.685
Soloist  aP2+pat1 ppa005376m 464 51527.4 10.06 60.52 -0.981

Table 4. The physical-chemical analysis of AP2/ERF superfamily proteins in peach.

pI = isoelectric point.
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Figure 4. Tertiary structures of fourteen representative AP2/ERF superfamily proteins in peach. A. ppa010345m 
(ERF-Group I); B. ppa011336m (ERF-Group II); C. ppa018178m (ERF-Group III); D. ppa015230m (ERF-Group 
IV); E. ppa016477m (ERF-Group V); F. ppa008720m (ERF-Group VI); G. ppa022995m (ERF-Group VI-L); 
H. ppa008645m (ERF-Group VII); I. ppa010893m (ERF-Group VIII); J. ppa014367m (ERF-Group IX); K. 
ppa023235m (ERF-Group X); L. ppa006243m (RAV); M. ppa022243m (AP2); N. ppa005376m (Soloist); red = 
alpha helix; yellow = beta sheet extended strand; gray = random coil.
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12,740 AP2/ERF ESTs were searched in the peach NCBI EST database. The expression 
statistics of predicted AP2/ERF family genes in different organs or tissues of peach were 
analyzed, as shown in Figure 5 where the percentage of predicted AP2/ERF family genes 
expressed in mesocarp and fruit skin hold the first and second places among all tissues or 
organs, reaching 87.6 and 5.0%, respectively. This was followed by 3.4, 1.2, 0.9, 0.9, and 
0.6% for fruit mesocarp plus epidermis, shoot, leaf, whole fruit minus the stone, and the 
flower bud, respectively. The percentage of predicted AP2/ERF family genes expressed in 
branch bark (0.3%) was the lowest among all tissues or organs.

Figure 5. Expression of AP2/ERF superfamily genes in different peach tissues or organs in silico.
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DISCUSSION

In this study, a comprehensive analysis for genes encoding AP2/ERF proteins in the 
peach genome was performed, resulting in the identification of 131 AP2/ERF superfamily 
genes. The availability of the complete genome sequences and the previous identification of 
ERF/AP2 superfamily genes from some plant species (Nakano et al., 2006; Licausi et al., 
2010; Hu and Liu, 2011) enabled the comparison of individual families and groups, basing the 
classification of these genes on Arabidopsis (Nakano et al., 2006) as a criterion. Overall (Table 
1), the AP2/ERF superfamily has a similar number of genes in peach and cucumber, which is 
less than that in Arabidopsis (147), grapevine (149), and rice (180). The number of these genes 
from the RAV family is highly conserved among species, with 6 members in Arabidopsis and 
grapevine, 5 in peach and rice, and 4 in cucumber. The AP2 family contains a similar number 
of genes in grapevine (20), cucumber (20), Arabidopsis (18), and peach (21), while it is 29 
in rice (Table 1). The gene number in each family of peach does not differ much from that 
of other species, despite the fact that peach has a large genome of 220-230 Mbp (Jung et al., 
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2008), which is larger than that of A. thaliana (145 Mbp) (Huala et al., 2001) and shorter than 
that of Oryza sativa (430 Mbp) (Goff et al., 2002), cucumber (367 Mbp) (Ren et al., 2009), 
and grapevine (475 Mb) (Velasco et al., 2007). This observation is clearly illustrated by the 
gene numbers in the RAV family, which remain relatively constant among most species. This 
indicates the possibility that the structure and phylogeny of the AP2/ERF superfamily genes is 
highly similar in plant species. The uneven distributions of the AP2/ERF gene family in vari-
ous plants may have arisen from some gene duplication events.

Although the overall number of genes belonging to each family of the AP2/ERF su-
perfamily was different among the plant species, the percentage gene number in each family 
to the total number of genes in the AP2/ERF superfamily among plant species was similar, 
regardless of whether the comparison was among woody and herbaceous species or among 
vegetable and fruit species (Table 1). Furthermore, we found that the percentage of each fam-
ily member to the total numbers of AP2/ERF superfamily follows the rule where the percent-
age of gene numbers in the ERF family/total numbers of AP2/ERF superfamily for each plant 
species is about 4 times as high as that for the AP2 family. In comparison, the gene number 
for the AP2 family is about 4 times as high as that in RAV family, while that of RAV family 
is about 4 to 5 times more than soloist genes. We found that the soloist protein coded by a 
single-copy gene was present in almost all the AP2/ERF superfamilies identified in differ-
ent plant species, with the exception of cucumber, which has 4 soloist genes. A divergent 
member (Ppa005376m) containing an AP2 and a PAT1 domain through the CD search (PAT1 
domain was not shown in Figure 3) was also observed in this study. The conservation of the 
sequence, plus the fact that it is weakly related to other AP2/ERF genes, suggests that this 
gene diverged from the AP2 family early in the evolution of the plant species. However, how 
this gene retained its single-copy feature during the separation of the woody and herbaceous 
plants and the spread of the eurosid clade requires explanation. In addition, the genes numbers 
in group III and IX of the ERF family hold the first and second place compared to those in all 
other groups of the ERF family for each studied plant species, apart from grapevine (Table 1). 
Nakano et al. (2006) concluded that the members of group III and group IX might play vital 
roles in abiotic and/or biotic stress tolerance or resistance in several species; hence, the authors 
deduced that a relatively large number of genes in these groups might be the consequence of 
evolutionary adaptations to various environmental changes. Like in tomato, grapevine, and 
cucumber, the ERF family proteins in peach are classified into 11 groups. Since all 11 groups 
are present in monocot and dicot systems, it is possible that major diversification of this fam-
ily predates monocot-dicot divergence. These similar traits indicate the AP2/ERF superfamily 
genes had a feature of high conservation during the evolution or separation process of various 
plant species.

It has been widely accepted that the intron/exon position pattern provides clues about 
evolutionary relationships (Hu and Liu, 2011). Sakuma et al. (2002) reported that most genes 
in the ERF family of Arabidopsis possess no introns, with only 4 genes having an intron. Our 
schematic structure analysis indicates that the absence of introns in most ERF family genes 
is also a feature in peach (Table 3 and Figure 3). We also found that the genes of the AP2 
family in peach have the highest number of introns and exons compared to those in the ERF 
and RAV families. Furthermore, all the repeated double AP2 conserved domain sequences in 
the AP2 family were disrupted into several segments by introns. These findings in peach are 
inconsistent with those of a previous study on rice, where the number of introns was found to 
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vary from 5 to 11 in the AP2 family (Sharoni et al., 2011). Besides further validating the fam-
ily classification of the AP2/ERF superfamily, this observation also indicates that AP2/ERF 
family genes have similar characteristics among plants (i.e., both dicots and monocots), which 
may contribute to their functional similarity within the same family.

On the basis of scaffold distribution and genome location, the phenomenon of gene du-
plication was also found in the peach genome. For example, in the ERF family, Ppa012302m and 
Ppa012304m, Ppa008645m and Ppa008563m, Ppa007093m, Ppa007106m and Ppa006366m 
were duplicated and were located on scaffolds 1, 1, and 3, respectively (Table 3). Similar to 
Arabidopsis, the duplication events of these genes may have a major influence on the amplifica-
tion of members of a gene family in the peach genome. In addition, the pairwise evolution of 
duplicated genes also indicates that these genes might coordinately regulate certain biological 
processes common to this species, such as signal transduction and transcription. This is sup-
ported by previous findings, which demonstrate that the duplicated genes involved in signal 
transduction and transcription are preferentially retained (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004).

Comparative analysis of the phylogenetic relationships among the AP2/ERF genes of 
peach and Arabidopsis was performed in this study. The results reveal much about the diver-
sification and conservation of the AP2/ERF superfamily in peach, where segmented or whole 
gene duplication, as well as a more ancient transposition and homing, might have contributed 
to the expansion of the AP2/ERF gene superfamily. During this expansion, many groups have 
evolved, resulting in a high level of functional divergence in the AP2/ERF gene superfamily. 
For example, the Xb-like group of ERF family genes is present in Arabidopsis but not in peach 
species (Table 1); instead the members of Xb-like group in Arabidopsis and RAV proteins of 
peach were clustered together (Figure 1). We therefore deduced that these members might 
have only evolved in peach after functional divergence. Since peach is a woody species, selec-
tion either during domestication from its wild ancestor or during subsequent agricultural im-
provement may also have been important for the evolution of the peach AP2/ERF superfamily.

MEME is widely used to analyze sequences uploaded for similarities among DNA 
or proteins sequences, producing a motif for each pattern that is discovered. The E-value of 
a sequence is the expected number of sequences in a random database of the same size that 
would match the motifs, as well as the sequence, and is equal to the combined P-value of the 
sequence times the number of sequences in the database (Bailey et al., 2006). The E-value of 
7 proteins in the AP2 family (30%) appeared to be 0 (Figure 2), indicating that sequence simi-
larity among these genes is very high. Overall, 16 (76.1%) out of 21 proteins of AP2 family 
have very similar E-values, which in some ways confirm that members within a given group 
may have common and recent evolutionary origins. In comparison, among the 21 genes in the 
peach AP2 family, the Motif 4 sequence is repeated 2 to 3 times in 17 genes, just once in 3 
genes, and is absent in 1 gene (ppa014566m). All genes in the RAV family have Motif 5, with 
the exception of ppa021899m. Proteins within a subgroup that share these motifs are likely 
to share similar functions (Hu and Liu, 2011). Although the functions of most of these motifs 
have not been identified, some may play vital roles in transcriptional regulation.

Primary protein structure analysis, secondary protein structure prediction, and ter-
tiary protein structure modeling are important research fields in life sciences. The differences 
in physical-chemical properties of side chains (amino acid sequences or primary structure) 
may generate the diversity of three-dimensional protein-folds observed in nature. Experiments 
performed decades ago demonstrated that the information specifying the three-dimensional 
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structure of a protein is contained in its amino acid sequence (Anfinsen et al., 1961; Anfinsen, 
1973). Elements of secondary structure and super-secondary structure may then combine to 
form the full three-dimensional fold of a protein or its tertiary structure (Singh, 2001). Regular 
tertiary structures include the α-helix (H), β-sheets (S), and random coils. All peach proteins 
in the AP2/ERF superfamily contain 1 α-helix, 3 β-sheets, and 5 random coils (Figure 4). This 
observation is generally consistent with that in Arabidopsis (Allen et al., 1998), whereby the 
AP2/ERF domain is reported to contain an N-terminal, which is a three-stranded β-sheet that 
recognizes a target sequence as well as a C-terminal α-helix.

Although the protein sequences in the AP2/ERF superfamily were different, the pro-
tein tertiary structures were generally similar in this study. This similarity might be explained 
to a certain extent by the previous conclusion. For instance, protein structure is more con-
served than protein sequence, and 2 sequences that share more than 30% sequence identity are 
likely to have similar structures (Singh, 2001).

Large amount of ESTs of peach deposited into the GenBank have been created by 
partially sequencing randomly isolated gene transcripts and have proved valuable in molecular 
biology (Clifton and Mitreva, 2009). Identification of AP2/ERF family genes and the analysis 
of gene expression patterns through large amount of ESTs are classic examples. In this study, 
to detect the expression patterns of the 131 genes in the AP2/ERF superfamily of peach, 8 
tissue types were analyzed according to the annotation of ESTs (Figure 5). The proportion 
of expression of AP2/ERF superfamily genes was highest in the mesocarp than in the other 7 
tissue types. The percentage of AP2/ERF superfamily genes expressed in fruit skin and fruit 
mesocarp plus epidermis held the second and third places among all tissues, reaching 5.0 and 
3.4%, respectively. Therefore, we speculate that the AP2/ERF superfamily, especially ERF 
family genes, may play an important role mainly in fruit growth and development in peach. 
This is consistent with the results of studies on the fruit of several other plant species. In kiwi, 
the expression of transcripts of most AdERFs was higher during early fruit development, with 
the exception of AdERF3, which increased with maturity. Several AdERFs were apparently 
downregulated by ethylene. Yin et al. (2010) proposed that in kiwifruit, ERFs play a crucial 
role in the transcriptional regulation of ripening-related genes and in the regulation of kiwi 
fruit-ripening processes. In tomato, LeERF2 transcripts are most abundant in ripe fruit and its 
target genes are likely to play a role in the ripening process (Tournier et al., 2003). Overex-
pression of LeERF1 shortens fruit postharvest life (Li et al., 2007), while LeERF2 regulates 
ethylene production in tomato and tobacco by modulating ethylene biosynthesis genes. Guo 
and Ecker (2004) reported that members of the ERF family act as positive controllers of the 
ethylene response and are potentially involved in cross talk with other signals. Within the 
pathway of ethylene signal transduction, ERFs are plant-specific nucleus-localized proteins, 
serving as TFs that bind conserved motifs in promoter regions of target genes and thus provid-
ing a route for the activation of the ethylene signal at the level of target gene transcription. 

In conclusion, this research has guided us a step further towards understanding the ba-
sic information of the AP2/ERF superfamily in peach. Phylogenetic and comparative analyses 
of AP2/ERF genes in peach may serve as a first step towards the comprehensive functional 
characterization of the AP2/ERF gene family by reverse genetic approaches in the future. 
Therefore, the results of the current study contribute toward identifying candidate genes for 
detailed characterization, as well as providing useful information about the breeding of new 
cultivars that may be able to adapt to less favorable environmental conditions.
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